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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Bakery Bread Grill from Fairfax. Currently, there are 17
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Jess G likes about Bakery Bread Grill:
I fell in love with the salteñas and tranchapecho here. The staff are helpful, food is served quickly and is

consistently delicious every time we order for carryout or dine in! I've had several amazing meals from this
location and look forward to trying more! read more. As a guest, you can use the WiFi of the place at no extra

cost. What L C doesn't like about Bakery Bread Grill:
Worst sandwich I ever had. Just ate 1/4 of the chicken sandwich I ordered which was loaded with mayonnaise.

No taste at all....the fries had no salt or pepper either. A few minutes later I had a terrible stomach ache. I did not
even eat the bread because it was soggy from the mayo. Will never go back.... read more. Bakery Bread Grill is
located in Fairfax and is a restaurant serving savory classic Spanish meals, The barbecue is freshly prepared
here on an open flame. Moreover, there are delicious American dishes, such as burgers and grilled meat, For a

snack, the yummy sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks are suitable.
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PORK RIBS
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RIBS
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